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This graduation project is an invitation to explore a typical Dutch landscape : the Noordoostpolder. 
Covering a land of 59 500 ha of great sedimented soil, this polder was built in the 40’s for agricultural purposes. 

This polder used land reclaimed from the artificial IJsselmeer lake (land reclaimed previously from the northern see) 
to create a coherent layout that integrates agricultural and urban elements at once within its perfect grid.  

Farms and trees composed the horizon in a straight and precise alignment, where all recurring elements are laid out 
like musical rhythmic loops. 

Every aspects of this environment is man-made and designed with regularity in what could be seen as the pinnacle 
of an anthropic land. 
 
Noordoostpolder’s soil however, sedimented for years, the giant grid is crumbling as men struggle to control natu-
ral phenomena that occur ; the historical landscape is reclaiming back its rightful place. 
Floods, subsidence and drought are increasing. This diploma draws from these natural trends to create a new de-
sign strategy finding man-made and natural landscapes symbiosis. With its original approach to landscape, this 
project suggests an innovative and sustainable design for tomorrow’s agricultural land.
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What is subsidence ? 

Analysing the Noordoostpolder 
through musical composition

NOORDOOSTPOLDER

A Landscape under control

This land is a perfect example of 
an anthropic landscape. It was 
built in 1940’s for agriculture 
purposes reclaiming land on 
the Ijsselmeer lake. Men have 
thoroughly transformed the 
natural environment with identical 
agricultural blocks in a geometric 
grid.

However the grid does not 
maintain and control the land 
and floods, subsidence
or rough are increasing.  All due 
to the intensive draining system, 
agricultural over-exploitation and 
climate change.

The musical analysis provides 
an innovative understanding of 
the landscape and is based on 
a personal interpretation of this 
atypic land.

Gradual sinking of landforms to a 
lower level as a result of earth move-
ments, mining operations, etc
Susbidence is increasing and causes 
flooding issues in the polder.

«God schiep de wereld en de Hollanders 

schiepen Holland»

God created the world ,
Dutch created the Netherlands



NOORDOOSTPOLDER

Design from the bottom up 

With the historical study of this land, a 
link can be made between subsidence-
related issues and the passage of an old 
stream the Overijssel Vecht.

Indeed, years of sedimentation have 
weakened the polder’s bottom partly 
causing subsidence.

Could the incorporation of the old 
Overijssel Vecht be an anwser to climate 
change issues on site ? 

From a topographic design, how could 
a new natural diversity find shape on the 
polder ?

This diploma aims to reintroduce 
the old water stream in order to be 
a water stockage to prevent floods 
and subsidence. Our  work focuses in 
particular on the different layers of clay, 
peat and sand soil accumulated over the 
years where  biodiversity can flourish.

Noordoostpolder former land 3000 before J.C

noordoostpolder landscape evolution trhough century

The subsidence linked to its past landscape ? 
Data are coming from the Dutch geologist Wouter Gotje

Reintroduce the Overijssel Vecht and developping diversity and a new type of agriculture - find a smooth shape in the grid

Noordoostpolder former land 5000 before J.C Noordoostpolder  former land 800 before J.C

Overijssel Vecht Overijssel Vecht Overijssel Vecht

Rediscover the peat layer by digging the clay 
and developing peat waterlands in the polder

NOW

TOMORROW



third step 
Progressive development of riparian forest 
Urban extension is incorporated in natural lands 

first step
Reintroduce water on excavated agricultural plots following the path of the 
Overijssel stream where seeds can sprout and grow in peat soil

peat landscape evolution in the polder

second step  
Existing and new draining systems encourage the spread of revitalization
Waterlands are progressively welcoming carex plants

clay landscape evolution in the polder

first step  
Elevation of agricultural plots as a protection from floods. Farms resettled on 
those protected lands.
Pastures rotation and reintroduction of reeds around water 

second step  
Progressive development of riparian forest around the river 
Expend water stockage on agricultural plots not elevated 
New culture of reeds and cattle in the Noordoostpolder
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water surplus  / water deficit subsidence
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